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Digital Support for STM

Aims
Through literature review and interviews, 

to understand key STM objectives and 

processes used to achieve these; the 

extent of digitalization to date; and the 

potential trade-offs which might need to be 

considered if moving to digital.

Progress
An initial literature review on STM, digital 

support, and evaluation found that STM 

has emerged as a key component of 

sustainable competitive advantage since 

the 1990s. STM is complex due to the 

inherent uncertainty coupled with the need 

to involve personnel from a broad range of 

functions who are not used to working 

together, and who are likely to not be co-

located. There is little information relating 

to the evaluation of STM. 

10 semi-structured interviews were held 

with organisations to investigate their STM 

objectives, the processes and digital 

support used, and any challenges 

experienced. Participants were provided 

with summary narratives and visual maps 

as outputs. The collated outputs have 

been summarised as a linkage grid 

showing common objectives, processes, 

and techniques / tools used to support 

these – both digital and non-digital.

Common challenges experienced include:

• Aggregation of information

• Attitudes to innovation

• Balancing strategic and operational 

activities

• Capturing information

• Communication

• Digital technology interface

• Protection of knowledge

• Understanding customer benefit.

Deliverables
• Map of key STM objectives, processes 

used, challenges seen and extent of 

digital support so far in different 

contexts.

• List of trade-offs which may need to be 

considered in different contexts for 

digital support.

Future Research 
Opportunities
To take this work further, there are 

opportunities to pilot digital support for 

STM activities, particularly focussing on 

the challenges noted from the initial 

interviews, to understand if efficiency and 

effectiveness can be improved.
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An initial investigation into the potential to use digital support to assist in 

achieving efficient and effective strategic technology management (STM).
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Current challenge
Current digital 

support
New digital 

support

Strategic technology* 
management objective

Strategic technology* 
management process

Visual 
summary 

tool

Provide products 
and technology that 
businesses need to 

maintain 
competitiveness in 

the market

Excel

Technology 
surveillance 

Develop and innovate 
technology and products 

that will respond to 
corporate group strategy 

to ensure competitiveness

Monitoring 
progress

Interviews with 
Technology 

Strategy and R&D 
Knowledge 
Managers

Corporate R&D and product strategy

Roadmapping 
workshops: 

landscapes (level 1)
topic (product) 

roadmaps (level 2)

Need for tech-push otherwise 
too focussed on ST/MT

Need good 
understanding 
of information 

roadmap 
should have

Defining suitable 
metrics for non-

quantifiable needs

Digital tools

Corporate 
Innovation 

strategy

Corporate annual plan
Business units’ annual plans

Knowledge 
matrix

Map innovation goal: 
• Understand knowledge 

already in-house
• Identify action to 

address knowledge gap

Evaluate Partnership 
/ Alliance map

All business & 
market goals

Identify 
the needs

Select the needs which 
product & technology 

innovation can address

Board-level 
workshop to 

determine the 
‘why’

Excel

Roadmap workshop 
preparation with 
business owner

Excel

Conclusion: 
communication 

& sharing

Project management 
software

Product Development 
plan: projects

R&D plan:  projects

Corporate 
strategic 
initiatives

Connections data 
repository; Network

Loss of 
contributions if 

digitised?

Excel not well-suited 
to cross-check and 

traceability

Integration across 
different digital 
tools for project 
management/ 

reporting

Lot of work to 
digitise 

information 
generated

* Note that in this organisation, the 
terminology used is strategic 
innovation management, not 
strategic technology management 

Minimise duplication of research 
across centres – identify 

complementarity

Develop cross-centre 
collaborative projects

Give foresight on what the future 
technology requirements of 

industry are.

Build a balanced portfolio of 
projects across our research 

groups.

Identify areas where we can 
forge strategic links in 

technology areas which feed into 
our internal technology 

development.

Identify the research activities 
required to build capabilities to 
solve (future industry) needs.

Identify future resource /staff / 
skills/ equipment needs.

Roadmapping 
workshop sessions 

with partners to 
identify future industry 

needs and what 
research may address 

these needs

Technology Leads 
rationalise information 

into consolidated 
roadmap in a 

particular area

CTO and STO review 
gaps and how best to 

fill

Bid writing team 
identify funding 
opportunities & 

influence future calls

Technology portfolio 
planning (workshop) 

sessions to determine 
future projects for the 

generic project portfolio

Long list of 
projects

Combining roadmaps: 
- across technology 

areas

Terminology 
mismatch

Academic / Industry

Filtering for 
visualisation –

working out correct 
scope of activities  

to show

Alignment across 
areas – capabilities 
drawn from several 

areasConsolidation of 
requirements 
across areas

Some people initially 
reluctant to engage 

digitally

Integrating across 
centres – different 

information 
structure/detail

SharpCloud
Enterprise

SharpCloud
Enterprise

SharpCloud

Word Doc 
Template

Ongoing academic 
activities provide 

insight into technology

Informal SWOT 
analysis may be 

carried out

Link with industry 
partners to get funding, 

if required

Project SoW

SharpCloud
forms
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Microsoft 
projectTrello to track 

bid progress

Current challenge
Current digital 

support
New digital 

support

Strategic technology 
management objective

Strategic technology 
management process

Identify strategic links 
and partnerships 

required
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Current challenge

Current digital 
support

New digital 
support

Strategic technology 
management objective

Strategic technology 
management process

Best practice – sharing 
information / 

technology exchange

Technology-based 
strategic guidance to 

achieve overall 
platform strategy

Landscaping threats 
and opportunities: 

market, technology, IP, 
business partner

Business Unit 
Technical Leaders

Changing mindset / culture

SharePoint Email Webex Yammer Blogs

Webinars
Technology summit – workshop 

type event (twice yearly)

Topics of interest –
technical & ‘soft’ 

topics

IoT Steering Committee 
(quarterly)

- Across both 
organisational platforms

Key product leaders
Technology

IT
Legal

Strategic planning

Ad hoc 
meetings/groups for 

special causes

Innovation Center
(building and 

personnel)

“Batterie” data 
repository

Use of consultant, 
market and 

technology reports

Electronic reports

Technology is not 
necessarily the challenge –
how to get the customer 

value proposition

IP that creates value (white 
space / golden nugget) and 

can be defended

Knowledge transfer -> Innovation

Structured innovation:
- Processes
- Skillset
- Situational techniques

Corporate technology 
sourcing network

Research 
Group

MS Teams SharePoint

Internal and 
external 
sources

Frameworks, 
tools and 
guidance

Need to prioritise – consider 
what to stop
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Current challenge

Current digital 

support
New digital 

support

Strategic technology 

management objective

Strategic technology 

management process

High impact of 

technology 

development

Can be supported by Yammer 

and Sharepoint and VSTS

Updating 

PowerPoint visuals

Meeting to define 

project short-list –

budget, capacity, etc

Product visions

Product release 

roadmaps

Technology 

scouting

Application 

visions

Technology 

planning 

(aligned with 

budget cycle)

Technology roadmapping

2020 Strategy

- List of critical 

to succeed 

products

- List of 

important 

applications
Business 

development 

plans -

campaigns
Future options 

ideation portal

Sharepoint for collaboration and communication

Co-development with customers

- weekly/monthly interactions

F2F and onlineSuitable tool 

for update

Bang for the buck

Speed of innovation

List of projects to 

execute

New technology points
Looking to fill gaps by 

engaging partners –

currently defining process

Technology wall 

(whiteboard)

Company business development project 

portfolio

Sharepoint project 

portfolio system

PowerPoint 

templates

Product plans – including 

market situation, 

customer types, 

competitive situation

Technology 

radar plots

Developing Python 

scripts to automate 

visual production

Developing software 

support for update

Technology activities

Ideation

Incubation

PowerPoint 

templates

Document availability 

in the long-term

Document 

versions where 

elements are 

linked with 

other 

documents

Sharepoint
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Current challenge

Current digital 
support

New digital 
support

Strategic technology 
management objective

Strategic technology 
management process

NDPB Mission 
– deliver faster, 
cheaper, safer 
and with less 

environmental 
impact

Increasing 
Collaboration

5 case business model – document template put together by 
proposer 

– then reviewed/approved in gated process

Uni PhD 
open call

How to 
capture 
ideas?

Modify Jive? 
Specific idea 

management software?

Value framework 
– granularity for important areas

Technology &  
engineering plan

Studies & projects 
used to down 

select technology
TRLs used to 

measure maturity 
of technology

Technology roadmapping –
meetings – capture sticky notes 

and transfer to Visio

Working groups 
with SMEs

Key BU moving to Accolade software. 
Other BUs use paper-based, then 

Word/Excel.

Visio

R&D tables
Process wiring 

diagrams

Visio / ExcelExcel

Moving to Jive

Have used meetings, 
teleconferences, 

video conferencing, 
email

Case for 
change

PESTLE

Credible 
options

Preferred 
options -

consultation

Sharing challenges 
to identify 
technology

Sharing processes 
of TM – good 

practice

Strategic options –
gated options

NDPB highlights 
areas of interest

NDPB can research 
technology of benefit 

to multiple BUs

Proposals Online portal 
for submissions 

and scoring

Strategic case

Economic case

Commercial case

Financial case

Management case

Sharing 
successful 
technology

Forums in 
specific areas

BU(s) identifies relevant 
challenge/technology

NDPB funds supply 
chain project to deliver

Technology provided 
to multiple BUs for 

further development

Scoring and 
ranking

Funded PhD 
projects

Jive should 
support 

Use meetings and 
teleconferences

Incentives 
to share 

knowledge

Portfolio 
analysis

e.g. visualisation, 
dashboards
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Current challenge
Current digital 

support
New digital 

support

Strategic technology 
management objective

Strategic technology 
management process

Visual 
management 

tool

How to deliver for 
customers

New functional effects process 
(beyond current performance)

Email / teleconferencing for communication

Product 
overview 
document 

(POD)

Perceived user 
values

SWOT 
So-WOT Performance 

dimensions

PESTLE

Five forces

Programme 
management
Define work 

packages & fit 
into TRL gates

Determining solutions 
(for customers)

Alignment across the 
business

Balance of product 
portfolio

Monitoring progress

Monitoring 
progress
Lead KPI 

measures

Technology 
scouting

Third party 
providerInternet 

alerts

Data 
classification 

(DC) to identify 
strategic assets

Protection of 
knowledge

Golden sample 
testing

IP review

Commercial 
review 

– how to turn 
into a business

Robust POD

Product 
roadmapping 

(workshops and 
discussions)

Alignment days 
(offsite 

meeting)

DC
TRL 0-5 RD&E 3
TRL 6-8 deployment team 2
TRL 9 Commercial team 1

Sharepoint

Risk assessments
- Project delay
- Technical
- Health & safety

Understanding what customers need 
– what benefits they are looking for

Support initiation 
document (SID)

Engineering 
Resource 

Requirement (ERR)

Alignment of expectations of 
delivery/outcomes

Balancing strategic and operational activities

Licence / acquire 
accordingly

NDA meaning is different in 
different geographic regions

Facilities built in months 
not years -> delay capital 

spend /risk
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Current challenge
Current digital 

support
New digital 

support

Strategic technology 
management objective

Strategic technology 
management process

Building 
dashboards for 

monitoring

Technology projects

Smaller footprint facilities

Lower cost of 
manufacturing

Flexibility to demand

Minimise carbon footprint

Improving access to 
medicines

Key business strategy 
drivers

Roadmap 
1st

iteration

Key 
workstreams 

(4)

Alignment with 
business needs

Right portfolio of projects

Communication & 
engagement with 

stakeholders / internal 
customers

Ensuring projects have 
long-term lifecycle

Searching 
processes

Jan - Mar Apr - Jun Jul - Sep Oct - Dec

Business evolves –
tech project not 
necessarily still 

appropriate.
(Historical issue.)

Seekathon
- interviews

Stage-gate™ 
process for 

commitment

Portfolio review
+ ü

Standard 
business review 

processes

Leadership 
team (monthly)

Steering team 
(monthly)

Sponsors 
meeting

Project 
management 

s/w

Workstreams, 
not business 

overall 
historically

Technology impact on 
product has been less. Need 

better understanding of 
product needs

Budget set
Cap + Rev

Excel 
templates 
– capital 
portfolio

Maximise impact for 
benefit of manufacturing

Pipeline Efficiency Delivery

Technology 
project 

portfolio

PowerPoint for 
communication

Strategy development
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Current challenge
Current digital 

support
New digital 

support

Strategic technology 
management objective

Strategic technology 
management process

Pre-workshop 
to prepare 

market 
information

Roadmapping workshop
2 days

Skype

Company 
strategic plans

Capture of workshop 
information

- Not duplicate effort
- Share immediately
- “Feed the roadmap”

Digital 
pictures

Skype not 
suitable

Technology 
intelligence

IP support

PatSnap

Visibility
- different views

Integration & 
traceability

PowerPoint Digital support?
-roadmapping or 
project mgmt.?

Prioritisation workshop

+ +
Difficulty

Im
po

rt
an

ce

Innovation team 
roadmap innovation hub

Communities of 
practice

Skype for Business
Conference calls

Quality tools: 
QFD, System 
design, FMEA

Business model 
canvas

Value proposition 
canvas

Excel
Visio

Sharepoint Traceability

Roadmap for 
each project

Project 
management

Industrialisation Project 
Pipeline

Process Improvement 
Project Pipeline

Project 
management

Project 
management

Maturity 
model

Sharepoint

Shared responsibility 
of people through 

the roadmap

Break 
communication 

barriers 
Integration with 
other functions

Meet the company 
vision

Project portfolio 
management

Excel

Sharepoint
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Current challenge
Current digital 

support
New digital 

support

Strategic technology 
management objective

Strategic technology 
management process

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

Problem solved

Problem to 
solve 

(Perception)

Opportunity to 
grasp

Ideas bubble up from 
staff

- Initial business link
- Engagement outside 

immediate location

Understanding what the 
competition is doing

Discussion with key 
stakeholders

- Document templates 
to encourage discussion

EMG Leadership teams
Monthly Meetings

(Quarterly review of 
projects)

TACs + BACs

EMG operating 
model

Define
Measure
Analyse
Improve
Control

Proof of Concept, etc ->

Excel PowerPoint

RSS data feeds

Help the business operate 
efficiently and effectively

Alignment of technology 
portfolio developments 

with new medicines

Legacy systems

Right people within 
EMG for strategic 

analysis?
(Tech/Mfg generally)

Is there real external 
technology scanning?

“Everybody else is 
doing it”

How to use within 
operational context is not 

thought about early enough

Different 
leadership styles 
adopt more/less 

readily

Need to engage all key 
stakeholders early

Visibility of 
whole picture

Reluctance of 
franchisees to take up 
new technologies of a 

certain cost profile

Sometimes disconnect 
between industrialise 

and commercialise

Acceptance of novelty / 
change in regulated industry

Standard project processes 
and monitoring through 

progression of TACs and BACs

Intranet with 
quality tool 

methods

Conference 
attendance

identify

experiment

build
deploy

Competitive intelligence

Matching 
capabilities to 

needs – both ST 
and LT

Collating information to 
show macro-level trends

Very difficult to map who is 
doing what – projects in play
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Sharepoint
team site

Current challenge
Current digital 

support
New digital 

support

Strategic technology 
management objective

Strategic technology 
management process

Communication and raising 
awareness

Surfacing ideas to address 
business challenges

Achieving the appropriate portfolio:
- Ideas

- Projects
- Capabilities

Balance ST 
and LT needs

Culture / 
environment 

important

“Phase 1 – Phase 2 – Phase 3”

Helping people to think 
differently – recognise 
capabilities they have

VISION
WHY

What-if Framework
Investigate

Open questions
Workshops
Interviews

One-to-one 
discussions

Engagement 
with 

stakeholders
R&D -> Mfg

Internal innovation competition
-> exposed participants to external ideas

-> identified innovators

Workshops
Expansive – Reductive

Yammer used with 
some groups

Spigot idea collection 
(has been used)

Clustering 
themes –

smaller groups 
review

Workshop follow-up –
feedback to participants

Proposals as to 
how to achieve

Database – internally who 
is doing what: needs & 

interests

Appropriate communication 
– realising what is possible –
making things transparent

Trawl Scan

Mine Target NineSigma 
OI

External contractors 
for landscaping –
technical & social

Work with technology lead 
– improving process

- linking to decision process

Need enough 
business pull –

early engagement 
on projects

Scanning literature
Conferences

Talking to peers

Experiments
(internal or academic)

Being clear on 
what is important 

to the business

People can feel 
constrained by 
their role/title

Span across TRL2-
TRL8. R&D to Mfg.

Must be clear about the difference it 
will make in the organisation’s context


